
The purpose of the International Association of Infant Massage is to promote nurturing touch and communica-
tion through training, education and research so that parents, caregivers and children are loved, valued and

respected throughout the world community.

MISSION STATEMENT

Time seems to fly as we near
the end of the year. It is
hard to believe that our

AGM 2011 has come and gone
and that many of us are making
plans already for the December
holidays. Spring is in the air and
we can have classes without
having to heat the room hours in
advance...

Our AGM was a huge
success and it was
absolutely wonderful to

see each other and to share our
stories. I got so excited to hear all
the stories and once again
realized that each and every CIMI

has a story to share with us. I therefore
urge you to forward your stories to me,
for publication in our newsletter.

And a big thank you for the
contributions that I have
received for this issue. This is

how we inspire and motivate each
other, by sharing our stories, even if it’s
a personal story that you’ve
experienced with your own children.

I hope that you will all enjoy this
issue. You are welcome to
forward suggestions of what you

would like to see in the next issue of
Touch Talk.

Ronel Coetzee

Editor



AGM 2011 - report back
Ronel Coetzee

Margo opened the day with
a welcome greeting to
everybody. The Workshop day
was held at Margo’s place. The
sun and a gas heater warm up
the very cold Johannesburg
winter air. We were spoiled
with muffins, tea and coffee to
start the day...

Karen Hansen from Johnson
& Johnson addressed us and
told us about the latest
research that is being carried
out with regards to oils and
fragrance. We will receive
documentation on these
studies as soon as it’s
available.

Karen also thanked Margo
for being part of the
International Midwifery

Zarina Miah, also a CIMI,
was our first speaker for the
day. She spoke about the
Parent-Child relationship. This
was a very inter-active, fun
workshop where the group
were divided into 3 sub-groups.
Zarina gave us each some
“points” that we we could use
in an auction. We “bought”
ideas that were important from
a mother to a child and from a
child to a parent. We realized

Celia Coburn, the Self-
Esteem Guru of South Africa,
was our last speaker of the day.
She inspired us yet again with
her talk on Self-Esteem in
Children. What we realized,
was that it is so important to
have good self-esteem, before
you can work on your child’s
self-esteem.

A good self-esteem stands
on two basic pillars: The belief

that I am worthy (I deserve) and the belief that I am
competent (I can!)

We realized that one hour simply is not enough to
teach us about self-esteem, therefore we came to the
conclusion that it would be ideal to arrange a day with
Celia to attend a full day workshop on self-esteem. Most
people, and certainly most CIMI’s struggle with self-
esteem. So... Watch this space, we will let you know as
soon as we have arranged a date with Celia. We all
deserve to believe in ourselves, our children and the
work we do. Thank you Celia, for being such an
inspiration to us all!

how difficult it is to put a ‘price’ on parent-child
relationship values. Zarina’s talk sparked some real
emotions in many CIMI’s and we all realized once again
what incredibly big influence a parent has on the way a
child grows up and becomes what he  / she becomes. In
our workship, it became apparent that the biggest gifts
we can give our children are: Love, Nobility, Health,
Security, Self-esteem, Wisdom, Structure, Finances,
Spirituality and Time

Conference and thank the IAIM South Africa for our
ongoing support and co-operation. We are truly an
example for the rest of the world....



AGM 2011 - report back
...continued

As is so often the case, there really
was not enough time to get to all
the points on the Agenda.

However, a concern was raised about
our Association in South Africa (and
worldwide) losing members.  We struggle
every year to keep our members. We were
brainstorming about how we can find a
solution to make our Association in South
Africa more credible and professional. It
is a reality that some of our ex-members
have started their own institution for baby
massage and one of them is actually
training instructors. She is not part of our
Association anymore, but she is ruthless
in her marketing.

Being part of an international
organization, we have a stable
backing in South Africa, but we

need to make sure that we maintain our
market position in our country.

The brainstorming session
concluded that we have to have
more control over the CIMI’s who

still actively teach and that our database
has to be kept up to date on a regular
basis. There is also the case that some
CIMI’s order teaching stock in advance
and then don’t renew their memberships.
Nothing keeps them from still using their
stock, even though they are not members
of our Association anymore. This is
incredibly unfair towards the CIMI’s who
pay their fees regularly, in order to benefit
by being a member.

Some ideas have been discussed
and it seems like a good idea to
work on the same principal as

BabyGym™. CIMI”s will be issued with a
“starter pack” of shelf stock. For
instance 10 manuals, 10 stroke cards
and 10 certificates. Whenever they have
used their stock and need more, they
can replace the stock they have used.
Certificates will be numbered and will be
issued per class. In other words, should
a CIMI have a class of 5 moms, she will
send the names of those 5 moms
through to the warehouse and the
certificates will be issued. The names of
the clients will be entered into a
database as well as the number of the
certificate. This way we can get an idea
of how many clients we actually have,
where they are situated and how active
our members are.

It has also been discussed that each
CIMI should hand out evaluation
forms at the end of a course, and

that copies of these be made available to
head office, if requested.

The idea is definitely not to try
and control CIMI’s, but rather to
protect the CIMI’s who are active

and pay their membership fees regularly.
After all, belonging to a special
Association like this, takes a special
kind of person, who needs to be taken
care of as far as possible.



Baby Sleep Tips
By Erica Neser

FACT # 5

Avoid ‘sleep training’

The practice of leaving babies to ‘cry it out’ is
popular in Western society – but it is usually
traumatic for both parents and baby. It may look like
this methods works, as far as the parents are
concerned, but it may be harmful to the baby in the
long run, and is discouraged by many child
psychologists.

Babies need to know that we will come when they
cry. This is necessary for physical survival and
emotional wellbeing, and therefore biologically
‘programmed,’ just as parents are biologically
driven to respond to their baby’s cries.

Leaving babies alone to cry can cause them to lose
their sense of trust in their parents, and to feel
extremely helpless, frightened and anxious. Stress
hormones are secreted in huge amounts, which has
many physiological implications. Brief comfort,
which is withdrawn again almost immediately,
doesn’t convince a baby that she is safe.

Sleep training may make parenting more difficult in
later years, even into adulthood. There are always
better ways of solving sleep problems.

FACT # 6

Giving solids will NOT make her sleep through

There is a lot of pressure on mums, especially from
older relatives, to start their baby on solids (such as
cereal) to help them sleep. This is an old wives' tale
that has been disproved by medical studies. The
health risks of giving solids too early, on the other

hand, have been studied and proven. And it may
even make things worse!

As their digestive and other systems mature, babies
are able to go for longer stretches at night without
feeding. This is a gradual, biological process that
cannot be hurried along.

Four- to five-month old babies often wake
frequently at night because they are more alert and
want to interact and learn. Giving them solids will
not change this neurological and social
developmental stage. They are also not very
interested in feeding during the day and need to
feed more at night. This is normal!

It is recommended that you start feeding your baby
solid foods (i.e. anything except milk) at six
months of age.

FACT # 7

Avoid scheduling feeds  - breastfeed your baby
‘on cue’

Any advice to schedule a baby’s feeding is
outdated, incorrect and potentially harmful – it is
not based on the true needs of human infants. New
research shows us that each mum & baby unit
determines its own rhythm, which cannot be
prescribed or regulated by the clock. Ignore those
who tell you otherwise – they are ill-informed.

Frequent nursing is normal and to be expected in
the first few months and beyond - most newborn
babies need to be fed 8 - 12 times per day. They
need to be fed when showing early feeding cues
(don’t wait till they are crying of hunger) and
allowed to set their own rhythm.

....continued from previous newsletter



Breastmilk is so perfect in composition and
therefore easily digested, and forcing a baby to
wait for long periods between feeds has been
shown to be detrimental to both baby and mother.
Trying to force a baby into a schedule causes
intense frustration for parents and baby. Take it
easy and it will gradually fall into place quite
naturally!

FACT # 8

Most children eventually learn to sleep well!

Most parents have heard comments like, “If you
don’t do XYZ, she will NEVER…” or “…she will
ALWAYS…” This is, quite obviously, NOT
TRUE.

It seems that children will grow out of most ‘sleep
problems’ by three to four years of age by
themselves, even if we did everything ‘wrong’ and
did nothing to discourage night waking.

Waking up at night in these first few years is
considered normal and even healthy. These
children are not being naughty or manipulative,
they are behaving in ways that are appropriate for
human children.

DISCLAIMER The information in this article is meant as a guideline only and not as
a substitute for medical advice. © Erica Neser, 2009

Baby Sleep Tips
Babies and toddlers generally do not sleep well. The
sooner we accept this, the sooner we will stop
seeing a wakeful baby as a sign of failure as a
parent.

Trust your instincts, do what feels right, be sensible,
and keep your sense of perspective – it is a season
in your life which will pass.

For information on gentle sleep strategies, visit
www.babysleep.co.za.

FURTHER READING – Gentle Approach
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Solter, A. The aware baby. Shining Star, 1994.
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www.naturalchild.com: research by J. McKenna & Thomas McDade
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Examining the Evidence for Cue feeding of Breastfed Infants, Lisa Marasco and Jan Barger

Ball (2003) quoted in Health-e-Learning module BE04 (ref. 5)

Quillin & Glen (2004) quoted in Health-e-Learning module BE04 (ref. 6)



CIMI Stories

This is my stand at the Baby Expo in Emalalheni on
14 May 2011. I advertise my classes at the new

Emalahleni Private Hospital, and therefore they had
asked me to exhibit next to the medical team of the
hospital.

The expo was quite exciting and I realized once
again how important infant massage really is.

I had a banner, as well as my laptop, showing the
IAIM DVD. I also had some sensory blankets and

dummies for sale.

Photo’s taken at the graduation of my previous
classes were exhibited and I got quite a few

names of interested moms. I’m lucky that the medical
team of the hospital supports me, baby massage and
kangeroo care 100%. It was a wonderful experience...

Baby Expo in Emalahleni

How cute is that?!



CIMI Stories

Two days before starting my first course of
infant massage, I ran into a friend, and she told me about a new

mommy she knew that is desperate and very stressed because her baby
only picked up 50 grams in the six weeks after birth, which is under average.  The

baby has been for blood tests and doctors could not find the cause.

I phoned the mommy and told her all about infant massage and invited her to enrol for
the infant  massage course.  I told her that she had nothing to lose and only much to gain,
and she agreed on it.

In our first lesson, her baby cried the whole time and mommy was so vulnerable and
frustrated that she had tears in her eyes.  As the class continued she just comforted her baby
and she could not continue with the massage.  After the class, I decided to introduce
Kangaroo care to her to use together  with the massage at home.  In the second class she
shared that she practiced the kangaroo care and it was wonderful.

In the second class, the mommy tried to massage baby and baby was again not very open
to the massage at first, but I emphasized that she should persevere and not give up hope.

In the third class, the mommy shared that the massage was going better and she
discovered that massaging baby in the bath keeps her calm and she enjoys it.

On graduation day in our fifth class, baby now 3 months old, thoroughly enjoyed massage
time and picked up 1,1,kg

Baby has now  nice rosy and puffy cheeks and mommy is a very happy mommy

I ran into mommy and baby a month later and they are doing great and baby is still
picking up weight and is enjoying the massage.

Thanks to the wonderful techniques of infant massage from the
IAIM,  I was able to help someone.

Incredible weight gain

Look out for more success stories in the next issue of Touch Talk



Miscellaneous

ARTICLES, please.....
Without your articles, the newsletter

cannot exist. I therefore appeal again to any
CIMI who has a special story to share with us...

Please e-mail your story to
ronel@ronelcoetzee.com

We are all interested in the work of others in
our Association. That is the only way we

connect and grow.

President: Margo Kilborn margo@iafrica.com
Newsletter: Ronel Coetzee ronel@ronelcoetzee.com

Visit our first ever South African
website: www.iaimsa.co.za. A lot of
hard work and many hours went into
constructing the website. Thanks
again Jo-Marie, for taking the
initiative and putting us on the cyber-
map! The list of names has been
updated only a week ago, so please
go and check if your details are
correct. If not, please let Margo
know. If you have any other
suggestions or ideas, please do not
hesitate to contact Margo or Jo-
Marie. Her e-mail address is

jvdm@jbothma.co.za

WEBSITE www
dot

iaimsa
dot
co
dot
za

mailto:ronel@ronelcoetzee.com
mailto:margokilborn@iafrica.com
mailto:ronel@ronelcoetzee.com
http://www.iaimsa.co.za
mailto:jvdm@jbothma.co.za
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Name: _________________________________ Date:_______________________________

Postal Address: ____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ Code:________________

T el No: (_______)_____________________ e-mail: ________________________________

Item Qty Price T ota l

Cotton T -shirt 70-00

Badge 100-00

Manual 5-00

Routine Cards 3-00

Certificate 3-00

A6 Pamphlets 0-60

Z -fold Pamphlets 3-50

Posters 7-00

Gift Voucher 1 -50

Letterhead 1 -50

Felt body 75-00

Round Label big                                  Not available at present

Round Label small                               Not available at present

DVD                                                                              100-00

Ami T omake CD    50-00

SUBT OT AL

Postage *

T OT AL

* R 25-00 + 10% of your total order amount. Eg. If you buy to the value of R 150, postage will be
R 25 + R15 = R 40, with a maximum of R 70-00. However, should you wish to receive your order
priority mail, a calculation will be done for your order and you can pay the correct postage.

Merchandise



Price List

Order Procedure

 Calculate the cost of your order, including postage

 Deposit the full amount into the IAIM Bank Account

 Account details: Standard Bank, Menlyn. Branch Code 01234500,
Acc No 012 700 428

 E-mail your proof of payment as well as your completed order form
to ronel@ronelcoetzee.com

 Orders received on Wednesday before 12pm, are despatched on the
following Friday, so please plan ahead.

 Exceptions can unfortunately not be made.


